
Abstract 
The growing number of statistical topic models led 
to the need to better evaluate their output. Tradi-
tional evaluation means estimate the model’s fit-
ness to unseen data. It has recently been proven 
than the output of human judgment can greatly dif-
fer from these measures. Thus the need for me-
thods that better emulate human judgment is strin-
gent. In this paper we present a system that com-
putes the conceptual relevance of individual topics 
from a given model on the basis of information 
drawn from a given concept hierarchy, in this case 
WordNet. The notion of conceptual relevance is 
regarded as the ability to attribute a concept to each 
topic and separate words related to the topic from 
the unrelated ones based on that concept. In mul-
tiple experiments we prove the correlation between 
the automatic evaluation method and the answers 
received from human evaluators, for various corpo-
ra and difficulty levels. By changing the evaluation 
focus from a statistical one to a conceptual one we 
were able to detect which topics are conceptually 
meaningful and rank them accordingly. 

1 Introduction 
Topic models have recently retained a lot of attention in 
dealing with textual corpora. In brief, topics are multinomial 
distributions over words or key phrases which aim at captur-
ing the meaning of huge volume of textual data in an unsu-
pervised way. These mathematical models based on proba-
bilistic Bayesian networks have been designed to address 
various issues, such as: multi-topics allocation [Blei et al., 
2003], super and sub-topic hierarchies [Blei et al., 2004], 
temporal evolution of topics [Wang and McCallum, 2006], 
etc. Plenty of applications can take great benefits from topic 
models, including information retrieval, database summari-
zation or ontology learning. 

However, the comparison of the proposed models re-
mains rather difficult, especially when considering models 
built on different theoretical basis. A lot of effort is current-
ly put into evaluating topic models. Recent work has proved 
that using only numerical measures cannot alone solve this 
issue; human judgment can be of great benefit in the task of 

topic evaluation [Chang et al., 2009a]. Very recent work 
[Newman et al., 2010] uses external resources, especially 
the Web, as an alternative evaluation measure but deems 
working with ontologies unfeasible. To our knowledge, no 
previous work has successfully used ontologies to evaluate 
the meaning of topic models. 

In this paper, our main contribution is to automate the 
topic model evaluation using an external concept hierarchy 
– here, WordNet [Miller, 1995] To tackle this problem, we 
propose the notion of conceptual relevance. The idea behind 
it is to find the most related concepts to each topic given the 
concept hierarchy and to evaluate the topic based on these 
concepts and the strength of the (topic, concept) relations. 
This semantic approach is very different from that of New-
man [2010] which is largely based on statistics.  

We prove the correlation between our semantic measure 
and the human judgment given by 37 external judges. The 
experiments were made on two different datasets: the first 
Suall [Wang and McCallum, 2006] is a general dataset on 
American history and the second is a specific dataset con-
taining exclusively economic articles.  Although the evalua-
tion correlation shows a similar pattern for both corpora, 
some quantitative differences exist. Relevant evaluation 
differences have emerged when confronting the human eva-
luators with different types of topic word mixes that need to 
be separated. The influence of these and other external fac-
tors on the overall system accuracy is also discussed. 

Topic models and their previously used evaluation me-
thods are outlined further in the introduction, the proposed 
system is detailed in section 2, the experiments and their 
results are presented in section 3 and our conclusions and 
future work follow in section 4.  

1.1 Topic Modeling 
Topic models are graphical hierarchical Bayesian networks 
used to extract the latent meaning of textual datasets. Latent 
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is the prototypic model [Blei et 
al., 2003] following the work of Hofmann [1999]. The main 
idea of probabilistic models lies in the assumption that the 
observed texts are derived from a generative model. In such 
a model, there are unseen latent variables (the topics) from 
which words and documents are generated. The latent va-
riables are represented as random variables over the set of 
words or n-grams. Thereby these models attempt to estimate 
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the probability distributions of the latent variables by using 
maximum likelihood or Bayesian inference. On top of that 
basic approach, other generative models have been devel-
oped in order to address topics extraction in complex cases, 
such as for correlated topics [Blei and Lafferty, 2007], n-
gram handling [Wang et al., 2007], social networks [Chang 
et al., 2009b], opinion mining [Mei et al., 2007b],etc. 

The English language lexical database WordNet [Miller, 
1995] has a long tradition of being used in text classification 
tasks [Scott and Matwin, 1998]. Also, the idea to mix topic 
models and ontologies is not new. LDAWN, latent Dirichlet 
allocation with WordNet [Boyd-Graber et al., 2007] is a 
version of LDA that uses the word sense as a hidden varia-
ble and becomes a system for word sense disambiguation. 

1.2 Topic Evaluation 
Topic models have been proven to be accurate both quanti-
tatively and qualitatively. Quantitatively, it has been shown 
[Wallach et al., 2009], using the perplexity measure, that 
they possess a high generalization ability on unseen data. 
This method allows for the estimation of the log-likelihood 
either on a fraction of the train set (said ``held-out'' data) in 
a cross-validation way, or on new documents. 

Qualitatively, a sample of topics is usually exhibited in 
order to convince the reader of their usefulness. Each exhi-
bited topic�� is a short list of the first terms��, from a de-
creasing probability perspective, associated (sometimes) 
with their probability values�������, and most of the times 
with a name given manually by the authors. Here is, for 
instance, an extract of a topic description illustrating the 
output of the LDA algorithm [Blei et al., 2003]: ``Arts'' 
(new, film, show, music, movie, play, musical, best, actor, 
first, york, opera, theater, actress, love). 

Furthermore, it has been shown [Chang et al., 2009] that 
human judgment does not coincide with the common auto-
matic evaluation measures. We believe this to be the great-
est shortfall of the above measures. This finding has 
prompted other researchers to look for novel evaluation sys-
tems such as that proposed in [Newman et al., 2010]. The 
latter relies on external resources for the evaluation task and 
that postulates topic coherence to be at the core of the idea 
of evaluation. Results obtained by employing Wikipedia or 
Google were satisfying, while those extracted with WordNet 
were deemed patchy at best. 

The evaluation task is conceptually similar to that of labe-
ling. A “good” label implies an understandable underlying 
meaning. [Mei et al., 2007a] suggested multiple solutions 
which fell short of being able to generalize concepts through 
a hypernymy relation, which is usually appropriate, while 
[Andrzejewski et al., 2009] uses domain knowledge through 
“must link” or “cannot link” relations in a semi automated 
model. The latter introduces an important concept – that 
some words can wrongfully be inserted into a topic. This we 
believe leads to our conceptual disagreement with New-
man’s [2010] conclusion on the use of WordNet in topic 
evaluation. Although some topical words can be outliers, the 
quality of the topic can remain elevated and the topic itself 
humanly comprehensible. 

2 Proposed System 
The system we proposed is designed to rank topics accord-
ing to their relevance to the user, which we defined as a 
function of their cohesion – how many of the topic words 
are related and in what degree – and specificity – how gen-
eral their common hypernym is. 

Given a text collection T and V the employed vocabulary
we aim to evaluate various probability distribution sets over 
T with respect to knowledge regarding related concepts. We 
will use z to denote a discrete probability distribution func-
tion 	����
����   over T, which we will further refer to as 
a topic. Each topic 
 is a member of � � 	
�� � � 
�� a finite 
set of k topics extracted using one of the known algorithms 
given T, with�� � � , where � represents the set of all poss-
ible topics over T. Furthermore,��  ����, the space of all 
possible probability distribution sets over T.  

2.1 Concept Representation 
As previously said, prior knowledge about related concepts 
is considered. Let � � �������be the pair of the set of rele-
vant concepts��, and a set of relevant relations over��, fur-
ther referred to as��. We address the particular case where 
there exists a relation��  �, according to which all con-
cepts in a subset  ���� � � form a tree � � ������ ���in 
which the ���� elements form the tree nodes and � is the 
relation between them.�� is of course a member of all possi-
ble trees over ����, given all possible relations���, a space 
which we will refer to as �. The � relation can be exempli-
fied as a either hypernymy or hyponymy relations between 
concepts such as those present in WordNet.

2.2 Employed Distances
Within��, we define a branch as a path between two con-
cepts��� and�� �that are either directly or indirectly related, as 
the pairs��!�� !"� or ��!#� !"��in Fig.1. In the case of a hyper-
nymy or hyponymy relation, the fact that two concepts are 
related also implies that one is an ancestor (or a generaliza-
tion) of the other. To determine the distance between two 
concepts with respect to��, $%��� � &, we use a slightly mod-
ified version of the ancestral path distance with the result 
being infinity if one is not a direct ancestor of the other. Let ����� � ��be the set containing all the nodes within the branch 
that connects ���  and��� �.  

We further assume that there exists a subset of words in 
the vocabulary '� � ' where, for each word in�'��there 
exists at least one concept in � that is a sense of the given 
word. Let ���� � ���� be the set of all senses of the word ��within��. We define the distance between a word and a 
concept,�$()*��� ��, as the smallest number of transitions 
between any concept in �����and the target concept��:�$��� �� � +,-./0���%$�!1� ��&2!  �� 2�  '�

Let  �"���  ���� be the root of the � tree. For instance, 
in Fig. 1 the distance between �� and the subtree root �"���
is 2, because the distances between its senses and��"��� are 
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$%����� �"���& � 3 and�$%���4� �"���& � 5, where ���� and ���4 are ��’s senses. 

Figure 1. Topical Subtrees 

2.3 Concept and Topical Subtrees
Definition 1. A word’s subtree within���is the reunion of all 
the branches that relate concepts within �����to �"���, �� � ����� ��� ��6 ����� �� � 7 �%��� �"���&890��� : In 
Fig. 1 ��’s subtree within � is marked with a dotted line. 

Definition 2. The subtree of an arbitrary concept �
in��  �8 � ����8�� ���is the subtree of � whose root concept 

is ��� ���8� � ����� ���8� � 	��  ������� ;<= ��. �8�is pre-
sented in the figure above in a rectangle. 

Definition 3. A word’s�� subtree of a concept � within��, �1�. � ����� �8�� �� is the subtree of �8 � ����8�� �� that 
contains all the branches between concepts within ���� and 
subtree the root !. ���� �8� � 7 ����� ��890��� . It is note-
worthy that �1�.�is a generalization of���. �1>�.>is in Fig 1. 
a reunion of the ���� �#� and ��#� �?� arcs. 

Starting from a topic’s most important words, we con-
struct a substructure of the concept representation – a topi-
cal subtree that comprises all the concepts related to the 
selected topic words. The idea of using the topic’s most 
important words is conceptually similar to the method em-
ployed in [Chang et al., 2009a] where those words alone are 
sufficient to lead to a satisfying assessment of a topic’s 
quality. For a given topic model � � 	
�� � � 
�� we define a 
term importance function�@A��B'� = CD6�
E� � F@�
E� ��� 2
E  �� 2�  '�. Thus, for each 
E  ��we extract 
a set of relevant words ��
E� as the words that have @�
E� �� G H, with H  CD�previously determined. 

Let a topic’s relevant concepts ��
E� within����� be the 
reunion of the�� senses of the topic’s relevant words: ��
E� �� 7 ��I�������J� �2
E  �

Definition 4. A topical subtree within�� is the reunion of 
all the � subtrees of all the topic’s relevant words: 

��J � ���
E� ��� ��6 ���
E� ��
� K K ����� �"����

890�1�
� �

����J�
�2
E  �

In Fig 1. ��J is outlined with a bold line (dotted or not). 
Definition 5.  A topical  subtree of a concept � within��  

is the reunion of all the �1�. subtrees of all topical words: ��J�. � ���
E� �8�� ��6 ���
E� �8�
� K K ����� ��

890�1�
� �

����J�
2
E  ��

which in the case of ��J�.Lis shown in the Fig 1. ellipse.

2.4 Concept Metrics
We aim to identify the topical subtrees that include at least 
one sense for as many of the topic’s words as possible while 
at the same time having a root concept as specific as possi-
ble. We are thus trapped in the age old tradeoff between 
coverage and specificity.  

We define a subtrees’ coverage �MNA���
E� �� O � = PD6�� F �MN��� 
E� � 8Q;R	S0��J��0��J��T��8Q;R	0��J��  . In order to determine 

a concept’s specificity we rely on two additional features – 
its height UA����� = PD6 �� F U��� � $��� �"����, and 
depth V with respect to the given topic: VA���
E� ���� =PD6���� 
E� F V��� 
E� � �W X G�0��J�%$��� ����  ��
E�&�2
E  �� 2��  ��
E� ��� where  W X G  is a member of a 
given family of functions such as the minimum, maximum 
or average that obtain a single scalar value for an input vec-

tor: W X GA�CD� = CD6�
Y�: :YZ FW X G [Y�: :YZ\ � ]  CD. 

There are more than one possible definitions for the spe-
cificity, one of which is a weighted average of the concept’s 
height and depth: )�^�A���J O � = C; �� 
E F )�^���� 
E� �
_` a U��� b _c a V��� 
E�, with the weights set a priori. 

2.5 Topic Evaluation
We define the evaluation of the whole topic model as an 
aggregate evaluation function: for each distribution set�d�  eA����� = CD6 �d F e�d� �W X G %e�
�&� 2
  d. The 
evaluation of the model as a whole depends on the individu-
al evaluation of each of its topics eA�d = CD� 
E F e�
E� ��W X G �f���J�� 2
E  d, in which ��J  is the topical subtree 
of�
E given �. Each node from ��J is assigned a positive fit-
ness value based on its relevance to the given topic 
E, fA���J O d = CD. We express this relevance as a weighted 
average of its coverage and specificity, with _8gh and _ijk8
set a priori,  � F f��� � _8gh l �MN�!� 
E� b _ijk8 l )�^��!� 
E�

The higher the coverage of the concept with the highest 
fitness value, the higher the topic’s cohesion given that con-
cept. Furthermore, more specific concepts are attached to 
more specific topics. The total relevance of an individual 
topic is thus a function of its cohesion and specificity.  
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3 Experiments 
Three types of experiments were devised, in order to capture 
the correlation between the human verdict and the calcu-
lated topic relevance. The LDA [Blei et al., 2003] model 
built into the Mallet suite [McCallum, 2002] was used to 
generate the topics and all automatically determined rele-
vancies were calculated using the framework above while 
human evaluations similar to those employed by [Chang et 
al., 2009a] were gathered using a binary question answering 
system. Evaluators were asked to extract the unrelated 
words from a group containing one topic and an additional 
spurious word. One or more unrelated words were chosen 
for each group. 

In the first experiment, the analyzed topics were sepa-
rated into relevant or not from an algorithmic point of view 
and the aim is to see whether an improvement of the spu-
rious word detection is visible from one category to the oth-
er. The second experiment shows how the improvement 
gains and the confidence in the experiment vary when mod-
ifying k (the number of topics in the model). These varia-
tions are shown for three different metrics – the chance to 
hit the spurious word, the same limited to the evaluator’s 
first choice word and the total number of chosen words. The 
third experiment regarded the correlation between evaluator 
agreement, accuracy and ontological topic relevance.  

Two corpora were used to find whether results would dif-
fer greatly if the focus is changed from a general purpose 
corpus such as the Suall [Wang and McCallum, 2006]  to a 
more specific one, in our case an economic corpus. We built 
the second corpus from publicly available Associated Press 
articles published in the Yahoo! Finance section. A total of 
23986 news broadcasts which had originally appeared be-
tween July and October 2010 were gathered. 

3.1 Spurious Word Types 
As previously said, human evaluation of a topic depends on 
the chance that the evaluator correctly detects a spurious 
word that is mixed with the topic’s words. The choice of the 
spurious word is not obvious as it influences the outcome of 
the experiment. While [Chang et al. 2009] use a random 
word from those relevant to the other topics but not relevant 
to the current one, we believe that a discussion is necessary.  
Within each model, we compute all the inter-topic Kullback 
– Leibler divergences and for each topic we select a word 
from both the closest and the farthest remaining topics 
which shall serve as spurious words. The aim is to detect 
differences in evaluator agreement and evaluation perfor-
mance depending on the spurious word choice.  For in-
stance, one of the topics obtained from the AP corpus was 
{drug, treatment, company, patient, cancer}. The word cho-
sen from the closest KL neighbor was hospital while the 
choice from the farthest topic was pound.   

A total of 37 evaluators were each given 40 groups of six 
words in a randomized order containing the five most im-
portant words for a topic (the ones carrying the highest 
probability in the LDA model) and a spurious word.  In the 
example above, one examiner will be asked to choose a spu-
rious word from the {cancer, drug, pound, treatment, com-

pany, patient} group while {company, patient, cancer, hos-
pital, drug, treatment} will be shown to another person. 

The questions were balanced to have an equal number of 
topics evaluated for the two corpora, for each topic number m  	3n� on� pnn� 5nn� 3nn� and for each of the two spu-
rious word types. 

3.2 Spurious Word Detection Variation 
In the first experimental setup the analyzed topics were se-
parated into relevant and irrelevant from an algorithmic 
point of view. The first lot contained the top ten topics for 
each k above and each corpus, ranked by conceptual relev-
ance while the second lot contained the bottom ten. The aim 
was to see whether an improvement of the spurious word 
detection is visible from one category to the other. The setup 
was duplicated for the close or far spurious word poison 
type. 

For each examiner’s answers we computed the average 
ratio of topics where the spurious word was detected in the 
two situations – top and bottom topics – Uq*Drrrrrrand  Uq*srrrrrr . The 
difference between the two, as a percentage of Uq*srrrrrr is 
shown as the  gain, in the last column of Table 1. 

Data Type Uq*Drrrrrr��� t�U(*D� Uq*srrrrrr t�U(*s� +(%) 
AP Close 0.37 0.29 0.27 0.23 39.33 

Far 0.69 0.29 0.65 0.23 6.93
Suall Close 0.51 0.23 0.3 0.24 66.76 

Far 0.75 0.24 0.59 0.33 28.55
Table 1. Spurious Word Detection Ratios 

The influence of the spurious word choice on the out-
come of the experiment is noteworthy. On average, as 
shown in Table 1., the detection rate was 92.7% higher 
when the spurious words had been taken from far topics 
than in the close topic scenario.  

The standard deviations for each topic type�t�U(*D� and t�U(*s�  are also shown and the evolution is mixed, for rea-
sons which will be discussed in section 3.4. 

Another metric is whether the spurious word was detected 
from the first word in the evaluator’s answer rather than the 
others,�XUq*rrrrrr. For instance, in the second example presented 
earlier, an evaluator answered (company, hospital), which 
means that, although the spurious word has been detected, 
the initial bias was towards company. The gains obtained 
when passing from the low quality topics to high ranking 
ones are even more pronounced in this case.  

This implies that if the evaluators were forced to only 
give one answer they would have detected the inserted 
words in even twice as many cases for the good topics than 
for the lower quality ones. 

Data Type XUq*Drrrrrrr��� t�XU(*D� XUq*srrrrrrr t�XU(*s� +(%) 
AP Close 0.27 0.26 0.21 0.2 32.08

Far 0.6 0.32 0.53 0.24 13.92 
Suall Close 0.48 0.23 0.23 0.18 105.4

Far 0.71 0.23 0.44 0.32 60.35 
Table 2. Spurious Word Hit from the First Chosen Word 

A third metric is the number of chosen words to answer 
one question. A higher number signals a lower quality topic 
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where the evaluator is unable to choose an outlying word 
with enough confidence. On average for each corpus and for 
each spurious word type 23 out of the 37 evaluators gave at 
least an answer containing a minimum of two words.  

Data Type �Drrrr��� t��D� �srrrr t��s� +(%) 
AP Close 1.35 0.38 1.4 0.43 3.45 

Far 1.31 0.38 1.54 0.39 15.19 
Suall Close 1.24 0.32 1.37 0.37 9.05 

Far 1.28 0.31 1.43 0.38 10.93 
Table 3. Chosen Words Number 

Results show that the number of chosen words ��u�and the standard deviation are always smaller for good 
topics in all cases shown. The better the quality of the topic 
is, the lesser the need to also insert one of the real topic 
words alongside with the poison. 

3.4 Metric and Topic Number Correlation  
The second experiment setup shows the improvement gains 
presented in the previous experiment divided according to 
the number of LDA topics. Results obtained using the two 
spurious word types are presented separately. 

�Uq*Drrrrrr v Uq*srrrrrr�wUq*srrrrrr��(%) 
�XUq*Drrrrrrr vXUq*srrrrrrr�wXUq*srrrrrrr�(%) 

��srrrr v �Drrrr�w�Drrrr�(%) 

k Close Far Close Far Close Far 
30 -9.55 -2.52 -29.17 -10.26 27.3 11.91
50 -37.09 -20.27 -49.02 -28.68 45.9 41.16
100 35.29 32.8 83.75 111.52 0.17 10.25 
200 80.06 42 183.33 139.79 23.19 35.24 
300 100 65.42 160 665.71 14.8 24.9 

Table 4. Metric and Topic Number Correlation 

The wide differences between the results obtained show 
the need for a finer granularity. Although the ratios are 
computed based on the same top-bottom topics dichotomy, 
we observe that, for these two corpora, with m � 	3n�on�
the algorithmically best topics perform poorer than their 
counterparts while for the upper k values the scales turn 
pronouncedly. As we will show in the following experi-
ment, this is due to the fact that the relevance difference 

between the better and the poorer quality topics varies with 
k. We underline the fact that the presented ratios move in 
tandem when varying k, regardless of the type of poisoning. 

3.4 Evaluator Agreement 
In the third experimental framework we divided the ques-
tion instances by their spurious word type and again by the 
number of classes of the model the contained topic came 
from. For each topic i we bundled all the examiners’ an-
swers and we computed their average Uq*Dxrrrrrr or Uq*sxrrrrrr �
and standard deviation t�U(*s�� or t�U(*D�� respectively.  

We then computed the average of these individual in-
stance averages for each k value, Uq*DwsZ�rrrrrrrrrr and  t�Uq*DwsZ���rrrrrrrrrrrrrrr
and subtracted the average value for all k values, Uq*Dws�rrrrrrrrr �y Uq*DwsZ�rrrrrrrrrr�Z mz  and t�Uq*Dws�rrrrrrrrrrrrr � y t�Uq*DwsZ�rrrrrrrrrrrrrrZ mz : 

• {U(*Dws�Z � Uq*Dws|�rrrrrrrrrrr v Uq*Dws�rrrrrrrrr
• {tDwsZ � t�Uq*DwsZ���rrrrrrrrrrrrrrr v t�Uq*Dws�rrrrrrrrrrrrr

Depending on whether it is part of the good or bottom 
topics, each topic i has an automatically determined relev-
ance �^}Dxrrrrrrr or �^}sxrrrrrrr. Based on these values we can compute 
for each k value �^}DwsZ�rrrrrrrrrr and  t��^}DwsZ���rrrrrrrrrrrrrrr in an analogous 
manner as above. By subtracting the average relevance val-
ue for the whole experiment we obtain:  

• {�^}DwsZ �� �^}Dws|�rrrrrrrrrrr v �^}Dws�rrrrrrrrr
The difference {U(*DZ v {U(*sZ  shows how much easier 

the evaluators were able to find the spurious words relative 
to the whole experiment average, given a fixed k value. Also {tDZ v {tsZ shows the variation of the degree of uncer-
tainty in the previous improvement, above the experiment 
average. Results are shown in Table 5. 

The goal is to find the correlations between the accuracy 
increases, uncertainty decreases and relevance variations for 
different k values. We computed the Pearson correlation 
between the ({U(*DZ v {U(*sZ) and ({�^}DZ v {�^}sZ) and 
also between ({tDZ v {tsZ) and ({�^}DZ v {�^}sZ) for the 
two spurious word cases. A value close to 1 or -1 implies 
strong positive or negative correlation while values close to 
0 show a lack of linear correlation. 

� m� {U(*sZ� {tsZ � {�^}sZ� {U(*DZ� {tDZ � {�^}DZ � {U(*DZv {U(*sZ�
{tbZv {tvZ �

{�^}DZv {�^}sZ�
Close 
Spurious  
Word 

30 0.08 0.04 0.22 -0.02 0.05 -0.21 -0.1 0.01 -0.43
50 0.02 0.06 0.06 -0.16 0 -0.03 -0.18 -0.06 -0.08 

100 -0.05 -0.06 0 -0.05 0.03 0.08 -0.01 0.09 0.08 
200 0 0.01 -0.11 0.23 -0.04 0.1 0.23 -0.05 0.21
300 -0.06 -0.05 -0.17 0 -0.04 0.06 0.06 0.01 0.22 

Correlation 0.704 -0.016 
Distant  
Spurious  
Word 

30 -0.11 -0.01 0.22 -0.18 0.11 -0.21 -0.07 0.12 -0.43 
50 -0.02 0.04 0.06 -0.08 0.04 -0.03 -0.05 0 -0.08

100 0.02 -0.01 0 0.13 -0.03 0.08 0.11 -0.03 0.08
200 0.04 0.01 -0.11 0.02 -0.04 0.1 -0.02 -0.05 0.21 
300 0.07 -0.04 -0.17 0.1 -0.08 0.06 0.03 -0.04 0.22 

Correlation 0.557 -0.979
Table 5. Evaluator Agreement 
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Results prove our assumption that the chance of the spu-
rious word being detected is directly correlated with the 
quality of the topic, with values of 0.557 for the distant spu-
rious words and 0.704 for the second case. Moreover the 
inverse correlation of -0.979 is extremely strong for the dis-
tant spurious word uncertainty variation. The better the top-
ics, compared to the average value, the better the evaluator’s 
answers and the greater their agreement.   

4 Conclusions and Future Work 
We have successfully proven that there is a strong correla-
tion between the ontological evaluation of topics and the 
way humans interpret them. We have outlined the important 
impact corpus choice or question formation have on that 
correlation. By shifting to a conceptual perspective we be-
lieve that we will be better equipped to rank topics and their 
respective models in a manner congruent with user needs. 
Topic labeling and corpus summarization  are just two of 
the applications that could benefit from the model. 

A natural follow up of the evaluation task is the attempt 
to improve the given models. We have already developed a 
system based on a similar WordNet topical subtree frame-
work to detect conceptual outliers within the topic relevant 
words, which should be functional in the near future. more-
over we will analyze the quantitative impact of automatical-
ly labeling topics from a conceptual standpoint rather than a 
statistical one. Another inciting application of the frame-
work is to create conceptual neighborhoods within a topic 
model and detect the importance of the context created by 
the other topics when labeling or evaluating a single one. 
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